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Abstract
Considering the growth of researches on improving the performance of non-factoid question answering system, there is a need of an open-domain non-factoid dataset. There are some datasets available for non-factoid and even how-type questions but no appropriate dataset available which comprises only open-domain why-type questions that can cover all range of questions format. Why-questions play a significant role and are usually asked in every domain. They are more complex and difficult to get automatically answered by the system as why-questions seek reasoning for the task involved. They are prevalent and asked in curiosity by real users and thus their answering depends on the users’ need, knowledge, context and their experience. The paper develops a customized web crawler for gathering a set of why-questions from five popular question answering websites viz. Answers.com, Yahoo! Answers, Suzan Verberne’s open-source dataset, Quora and Ask.com available on Web irrespective of any domain. Along with the questions, their category, document title and appropriate answer candidates are also maintained in the dataset. With this, distribution of why-questions according to their type and category are illustrated. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first large enough dataset of 2000 open-domain why-questions with their relevant answers that will further help in stimulating researches focusing to improve the performance of non-factoid type why-QAS.
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1- Introduction
Question Answering Systems (QASs) answer the users’ questions asked in natural language. With the increase in popularity of information access and providing an ease to user with an appropriate answer to question, there is a challenging issue of automatically answering non-factoid questions. In English language, there are two broad categories of questions (1) Factoid questions of type what, where, who, when, which are simple and answered in a single phrase or sentence and (2) Non-Factoid questions comprising why and how-type are complex involving explanations and detailed reasoning in their answers. A non-factoid question possesses different answers to satisfy users’ curiosity of different knowledge backgrounds [39]. Promising results are achieved for answering factoid questions; however non-factoid question answering is a challenging task. They require advanced NLP techniques to resolve open issues such as (1) ambiguity, (2) variability and (3) redundancy. Ambiguity implies difficulty faced in interpreting the context of non-factoid questions, variability implies different possible forms of answers to non-factoid questions, and redundancy refers to retrieving unnecessary texts along with possible answers of non-factoid questions [38,40]. The prime requisite for implementing non-factoid question answering system is dataset preparation depending on the requirement of the task. Without an efficient dataset of questions and their answers, it is very difficult to contribute significantly to the research community. There are various datasets available, some of which are restricted domain [2,14,27,28,29,30], some correspond to only how-type questions (for ex. Yahoo! Answers Manner Questions L4 and L5 [31]) and some comprising why-type questions (for ex. only 3% of wh-questions in MSN click data, only 4.7% of 17000 questions are why-type questions in Webclopedia data collection [16, 32]). The questions in the dataset are significantly less in number which is not appropriate for research in developing why-type question answering system. Therefore, this paper has tried to develop a dataset for only why-type questions and their answers that is not only significant for our research but will contribute to research community working in the field of why-QA.
The paper is organized into sections where Section 1 introduces the concept of question answering with factoid and non-factoid QAS. Section 2 discusses the motivation for research in why-question answering. Section 3 describes various existing factoid and non-factoid datasets. Section 4 discusses the process of crawling and scraping applied to prepare a dataset of why-QA pairs. Section 5 analyzes the distribution of topics and different forms of why-question. Section 6 highlights applications of why-QA dataset and finally section 7 concludes with future research directions.

2- Motivation for Research in Why-QAS

Why-type questions are complex and involve variations in their answers. Their answers seek reasoning and explanations about the entity involved in the question. These questions depict the curiosity about something which are usually asked in every fields of life. There are some type of questions which have a definite reasoning and some have multiple possible answers depending on the users’ knowledge, context and their experience. These questions and their answers possess cause-effect relationships where cause part is depicted in the answers and its effect part is asked in the questions. A considerable performance is already achieved in factoid type question answering, however research in non-factoid question answering is still challenging. There are different categorizations of non-factoid questions provided by [33] viz. list, confirmation, causal and hypothetical. The paper carries out an approach in why-question answering that incorporates causal relations. They are difficult to get automatically answered as it is difficult to understand the accurate users’ interpretations and thus require advanced techniques. There are limited number of open-source datasets available which comprises significant number of why-type questions. This motivates us to design a dataset having open-domain why-type questions and their answers.

3- Available Factoid and Non-Factoid Datasets

This section discusses the brief characteristics of the datasets available on web. It also highlights their merits and demerits which significantly motivates us to prepare a dataset for why-QA pairs.

Suzan Verberne in 2006 [1] released a first open-domain why-QA dataset on Web. It is an open-source dataset comprising 395 why-questions and 769 corresponding answers, out of which 166 questions were further paraphrased. In addition to the question, dataset also comprises its source document with relevant user-formulated answers. It is effective to be utilized by the researchers working on QAS but not large enough and needs to be expanded further. InsuranceQA in 2015 [2] comprises restricted questions on insurance domain. The questions are collected from insurance library website, comprising 16889 questions and 27413 answers. The questions are usually asked from real users and answers are constructed by domain experts. The dataset can be utilized for applying deep learning models on answer selection task. In 2018, a large dataset named WikiPassageQA [3] is developed which comprises 4165 open-domain non-factoid questions split into 0.8/0.1/0.1 resulting training set comprising 3332 questions, development set comprising 417 questions and testing set comprising 416 questions. With the questions, documentID, document name and answer passage are also stored in the dataset. It is effective to be utilized for answer passage retrieval from relevant documents by applying deep learning models. Further in 2018, another restricted domain why-QA dataset; PhotoshopQuiA [4] is released which comprises 2854 why-questions on Adobe Photoshop collected from five CQA websites, viz. Adobe Forums [6] Stack Overflow [5], Graphics Design [7], Super User [8] and Feedback Photoshop [9]. With each why-QA pair, dataset also includes question id, URL, title, date, questioner, his level, open or resolved state, full question text, HTML and for each answer: answer date, answerer, his level, answer votes, text, full answer HTML and a value indicating if answer is best or not. The dataset is effective to be utilized for understanding different characteristics of why-questions and further instigating them for recommendation systems and chatbots. Freebase QA in 2019 [10] is an open-domain QA developed by complementing trivia type QA pairs with Freebase triples, comprising 54K matches from 28,348 unique questions with 20,358, 3994, and 3996 training, development and evaluation sets respectively. The dataset comprises following entries version of dataset, set of unique questions in dataset comprising Question-ID, original question, processed question, semantic parse-id, topic entity in question, name of topic entity, Freebase MID of topic entity, path from topic entity to answer node in Freebase, Freebase MID of answer, answer string from original QA pair. It is effective enough to train machine learning models as QA pairs are matched with (subject, predicate, object) triples that also helps to understand the meaning of questions and search for correct answers in Freebase. It can be utilized for several applications like reading comprehension [11], natural language understanding and search. It is a complex knowledge-base dataset which makes invaluable for more advanced ML methods. ANTIQUE in 2020 [12] is a collection of 34,011 non-factoid QA pairs usually asked by users on Yahoo!Answers [13] where 2426 questions & 27.4k.
judged answers are training set and 200 questions & 6.5k judged answers are testing sets. Out of 34,011 QA pairs, 36% of questions are why-questions majorly covering intent of questions asked on community QA sites. TutorialVisualQA in 2020 [14] comprises 6195 non-factoid QA pairs based on 76 tutorial videos. Dataset includes varied fields like questions, video_id, manually annotated answer fragments, answer_start and answer_end denoting indexes of beginning and ending answer sentences. This dataset can be helpful for implementing a model to understand answer boundary sentences which can further be utilized for other educational, instructional, cooking videos and many more.

The brief description and features of the available datasets comprising why-questions is discussed in Table 1.

Table 1: Brief of some existing datasets on why-questions and their answers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suzan Verberne dataset (2006)</td>
<td>395 why-questions and 769 answers formulated by annotators, collecting text documents from Textline Global News (1989) [34] and The Guardian on CD-ROM (1992) [35]. Dataset is not large enough to be utilized for further research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InsuranceQA</td>
<td>Comprises 15867 non-factoid questions and 24981 unique answers related to insurance domain. Accurate number of why-questions in dataset is not mentioned. The dataset is restricted to domain thus can’t be utilized for all research purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiPassageQA</td>
<td>Comprises total 4165 open-domain non-factoid questions and 244136 candidate passages as answers to these questions. Out of these only 14% are why-type questions which is definitely not cover all range of why-type questions and thus not significant for use in why-QAS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhotoshopQuiA</td>
<td>2854 why-QA pairs collected from 5 community QA websites. The dataset is restricted to Photoshop domain and mostly cover QA pairs asked on community sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTIQUE</td>
<td>Comprises 2626 non-factoid questions collected from Yahoo! Answers community question answering websites and their 34011 corresponding annotated answers. Out of these non-factoid questions, approximately 900 are of why-type which are not enough for research in only why-QAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4- Open-Domain Why-QA Dataset Preparation

This section discusses the process of collecting why-QA pairs and processing them to create a final dataset.

4-1-Customized Crawling and Scraping

Five web sites viz. Answers.com [15], Yahoo! Answers [13], Suzan Verberne’s open-source dataset [16], Quora [17] and Ask.com[18] are visited by web crawler and Scrapy [19] which is an open source framework written in Python is utilized to scrap or extract required data from these websites. A customized spider is implemented which extracts all questions beginning with ‘Why’. BeautifulSoup [20] is used to parse the HTML source of web page and questions are extracted from the ‘href’ tag of HTML source. The process resulted in a collection of Why-questions having different forms like ‘Why is/was/were’, ‘Why do/does/did’, ‘Why should/would’ and ‘Why NP/PN’ with their negative variants.

The functioning of web crawling and scraping is depicted in the form of Flowchart illustrated in Figure 1 and discussed further.

Fig. 1. Flowchart describing functioning of web crawler
Web crawler also known as spider or search engine bot is a part of search engines for example, Google, Bing, Yahoo etc. It is a software program that accesses a website, downloads and indexes information content available on the web page. To make automated browsing, the crawler is designed to repeat accessing and downloading content depending on the programming instructions included in crawler.

Since content on Internet is expanding and updating daily, it is important to index the webpages so that it can be easily accessible and downloadable based on users’ query. Web crawler starts from a seed URL and crawl the webpages, follow hyperlinks to those URLs, thus periodically visit pages in order to index the updated content on webpages. Sometimes the webpages which are required to crawl depends on number of hyperlinks to the page, amount of visitors on page and other factors determining the importance of page corresponding to the required content.

Web crawling and scraping are two distinguished terms. Web crawlers continuously visit web links and download contents on web pages. Web crawlers obey robots.txt (robots exclusion protocol) file provided by web server of particular web page. This file specifies the rules for which pages and links to pages can be crawled. On the other hand, Web scraping is more targeted than web crawling and visit only specific webpages to download their content without any permission from the web server.

Figure 1 describes the process of crawling where crawler starts with seed URLs which are question answering sites. If all sites are visited, the process is stopped otherwise crawler visits each webpage and retrieves its HTML source. Here the crawler is designed to download questions beginning with ‘why’, thus it is extracted by scraping <href> tag of HTML source of web page. The process is repeated for all QA websites available and the questions are stored in excel file.

4-2-Processing of Why-Questions

A collection of 2000 why-questions are downloaded and stored in excel file. The questions are further processed to rectify grammatical and spelling mistakes. The why-questions of the form starting with ‘Why’ and ending with ‘?’ are retained in the dataset. Question comprising more than one questions are separated into individual questions, coreference resolution [21] is applied to filter out significant meaningful why-type questions. Coreference resolution is NLP (Natural Language Processing) task which finds linguistic expressions such as pronouns in the question and replace them with real-world entity such as noun phrases which helps to understand the appropriate meaning of the question and help determine the main focus of question.

4-3- Different Fields in the Dataset

With each question, different attributes are also maintained in the dataset which are:

a) Data Source of question: There are five web sites from which web spider has extracted why-type questions. The data source from which the why-question is collected is stored as an attribute ‘source_ques’ in dataset.

b) Category of the question: With each why-type question, its category is stored in dataset. The questions collected from Answers.com and Yahoo have their category assigned like Science, Math, History, Technology and so on whereas questions collected from other web sites are assigned category by applying LDA process [22,23] which is one of the topic modelling approach. Latent Dirichlet Allocations abbreviated as LDA models Dirichlet distributions to classify questions to a particular topic. This category is stored with field name ‘categ_ques’ in the dataset.

c) Relevant answer candidates: For each why-type question, five answer candidates are maintained in the dataset. Only if the question is answered by an expert on the considered five question answering websites, its corresponding answer is saved as an answer candidate otherwise the answer candidates are retrieved by posing the question on Google search engine. The question is queried on the Google which extracts relevant web pages from which first five are studied manually to retrieve appropriate answer passages treated as answer candidate.

Since the answer to why-question involves explanation to the causation asked in the question, appropriate answer candidate is retrieved by determining the answer boundary around causal cue phrases [24] such as ‘because’, ‘since’, ‘due to’, ‘in order to’, ‘therefore’, ‘as a result’ etc. The causal phrases determine explicit causality involved in text. The why-type questions reflect the effect part and its cause part is reflected from the answers to why-type questions.

d) Document title and link: Each why-question is accompanied with the document title and its link which is the title and the link of web page from which an answer candidate is retrieved. It is saved as an attribute ‘doc_title_link’ in the dataset.
5- Results and Discussion

The crawler designed which visits each question answering web sites, extracts HTML source and retrieve why-type questions available on the QA sites, resulted in a collection of around 2000 why-type questions. The dataset is further enhanced by incorporating data source, category, five answer candidates, document link of the respective answer candidate. The dataset is analyzed on the distribution of topics and distribution of different forms of why-questions. The analysis is performed in order to contrast the dataset with available open-source datasets and further help the researchers get an idea of the variations involved in the dataset collection.

5-1- Variation of Topics in Why-Questions of Dataset

The why-questions in dataset have variation in their topics. Various different categories are visualized like ‘Education’, ‘Politics’, ‘Health’, ‘Science & Mathematics’, ‘Family & Relationships’, ‘Travel’, ‘Sports’, ‘Electronic Products’, ‘Food, Drink & Dining Out’ and ‘Entertainment & Music’ etc. The distribution of questions belonging to these major categories and others is illustrated in Figure 4 below:

5-2- Distribution of Forms of Why-Questions

As mentioned in subsection 3.1, there are different forms of why-questions viz. ‘Why is/was/were’, ‘Why do/does/did’, ‘Why should/would’ and ‘Why NP/PN’ with their negative variants. Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of subcategories of why-type questions.
6- Usage of Why-QA Dataset

This section highlights expected usage of why-QA dataset, some of which we have utilized in our research.

a) Question Classification: An open-domain why-QA dataset is utilized for classifying and assigning question and answer subtype. A taxonomy of why-type questions and their answers are proposed in the research [25,26, 36] which extracts lexical features of questions and assigns a question and answer type to them.

b) Question to Query Reformulation: The reformulated question helps in better document retrieval and thus answer candidate extraction. Rules are formulated for each type of why-question to convert them into appropriate user-oriented query which when posed on search engine helps in retrieving the accurate and relevant documents [37].

c) Answer Re-Ranker: With each why-type question, there are five possible answer candidates stored in the dataset. These answer candidates are re-ranked on the basis of similarity values and their relatedness with question [38].

4- Conclusions and Future Work

The paper proposes a dataset containing why-type questions and their answer candidates. Since the questions are sampled from various question answering websites such as Yahoo! Answers, Quora etc., the questions address the real-world problems usually faced by the user. The questions in dataset are collected with the help of web crawler in its original form, thus easier to predict properties and nature of why-type questions.

We believe that the developed open-domain why-QA dataset unfolds new avenues for research in improving performance of non-factoid QAS. With this, it also motivates to foster the techniques required for other applications like recommendation systems, chatbots, virtual assistants and many more.
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